
 

 
 
 
 

Applied for Liquid Wrap Aerosol & 5 Litres 

 
Liquid Wrap 

Flexible Rubber Coating Spray 
INSTRUCTIONS 

     

 
Liquid Wrap Aerosols – Flexible Rubber Coating 
 
Give your car a brand new look and at the same time protect the bodywork from the stone chips and bad weather 
conditions. 
The Brand – New – Look has never been easier! 
 
Frost Liquid Wrap is a flexible liquid coating applied to the vehicle in numerous coats in order to build up to a professional 
finish, not only visually, but as a protection for the original paintwork, alloy, plastic, rubber or any exterior or interior 
surface, to which it is applied.  
Liquid Wrap is specially designed to be sprayed on – Not like Plasti Dip texture, you don’t need to use any extra thinners 
to give you the thin, air brush finish. Just simply deliver several wet coats and you will be impressed with the final result!  
This is not a general purpose rubber coating designed for dipping tools – The rubber coating spray from Frost Auto 
Restoration Techniques  is manufactured specifically for use on vehicles and produces a smooth and flawless, texture free, 
near perfect finish.  
This product is manufactured in UK and for the European market!  
 
Features:  

 Stays flexible 

 Easy to apply 

 Strong protection but also Peel-able 

 Non sagging formulation 

 No thinner needed 
 
2 Sizes Available: Aerosol (400ml) and 5 Litres can 
 
Colours Available (All Matt Finish): 
Aerosol:  

- Standard Matt Finish Blue, Red, Green, White, Black, Clear 
- Fluorescent (Neon) Matt Finish: Yellow, Purple, Green, Orange, Pink 
- Special Colours: Gun Metal Grey, Flat Aluminum 

5L Can: 
- Standard Matt Finish: Black, Blue, White, Red, Clear 
- Fluorescent (Neon) Matt Finish: Orange, Blue, Green 

 
Base Coat*, which should be used as the first or block coat is also available as an aerosol or in a 5 litre tub. 
*Base Coat not needed when Black or Gun Metal Grey is the chosen finish colour. 
 

FROST AUTO RESTORATION TECHNIQUES LTD 
The Specialist for High Quality Tools and Equipment for any Automotive Restorers       
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Tips before You Start 
- Test, test, and test! If your vehicles paint work has been repaired or re-sprayed with anything other than the 

original manufacture’s products, there is a possibility of reaction. Therefore, always test in a small area or 
spare panel first before doing the whole vehicle! Better Safe than Sorry!  

- Have Patience!   Most of us love to see a quick result, but with some projects, like this, it takes time and 
patience. If you want to see the best result, we strongly recommend you give your vehicle multi wet coats rather 
than a few thick ones. The standard amount of layers are “1 light, thin wet coat as the first bonding layer then 
followed  by 6 or more heavier wet coats”.  

- Distance – The perfect distance to spray is about 6 -8 inches away from the surface. This will give you the right 
amount of thickness – not too close as ‘the coat will be too thick’ and will ‘bubble up with pin holes or run’ – or 
not too far because the coat will dry too quickly and be very textured. 

- Spraying Techniques – To get your final result as a smooth and evenly sprayed finish, try to keep the same 
distance and spray with a locked wrist position  – DO NOT arch your wrist when spraying.   

- Good Preparation – The surface must be totally degreased, wax and silicone free. A clean and well prepared 
surface will give a smooth finish. Also make sure you spray at room temperature (about 21 deg.C) – cold panels 
may affect the final result.  

- If you use tubs of Liquid Wrap Paint, remember to stir really well before spraying and during the coating process 
(stir each time you refill the paint pot).  Also DO NOT let the drips dry on the spray gun. If you leave it too long, 
simply blow thinners through it.  

- If you plan to cover the whole car, we suggest you spray the wheels and the body of the car on separate days to 
ensure the highest quality work – but the final choice is yours! 

 
 

Now, Let’s Start!  
 
Step 1: Preparation 

 Choose a suitable area that is large enough to house the car and is well ventilated or has extraction fans.  
Remember: room temperature! 

 Things you need before start – we will list out with tick boxes so you won’t forget:   

□ Masking Paper 
□ Face Mask 
□ Goggles 
□ Latex Gloves 
□ Electric Extension Lead 
□ Scalpel 
□ Microfiber Cloth 
□ Some Newspaper to cover “no spray” area 
□ Liquid Wrap Kit 

 

 Before applying any type of Liquid Wrap, thoroughly wash all surfaces that are going to be Sprayed. Ensure 
all tar is removed.  
Be extra careful if you are using bespoke and specialist colours.  
All surfaces MUST be clean, grease, wax and silicone free. Then dry with a microfibre towel, avoid using 
paper towels as they tend to leave dust on the surface of the panels.  

 Prepare the “no spray” area well to reduce the trouble of removing over spray later. Use masking tape and   
newspaper to protect any area that you do not want to cover with Liquid Wrap (e.g: Windows, Head and Tail 
Lights, etc.). 
Remember:  Leave a 3 – 4 inch gap between tape and panel edges for easy to peel overspray.  

 Also like any spray-on paint, Do Not forget to stir each time the paint pot is refilled. 
 
Step 2: Spraying on Rubberised Coating 
*Breathing Mask and eye protection are needed during this stage. 



 

 Divide by section: Painting in sections will make for the quickest time to cover a car (6 – 8 hours), as it 
gives the coated surface time to dry between layers. So if you are going to wrap your whole car, we 
suggest you put a first layer on the roof and work progressively around the car. When you reach to the 
end of the car, wait about 30 minutes to dry and then start again from the roof – where you began 
spraying.  
Remember: DO NOT touch the spray-on-wrap at any point doing the application process. Wait till the 
Liquid Wrap has cured.  

 Test on the panel surface and adjust the spray gun to its lowest position and increase until you are able to 
apply several wet coats. Wipe the nozzle end regularly to stop the build-up of drips, as this will cause 
splatter.  

 
1) First layer must be a light – thin – wet coat because the first layer will be the grip coat that helps to bond 

the initial surface with spray wrapped layers.  
*Apart from Black or Gun Metal Grey colour, we advise you to use the Base Coat (Block Coat with the 
White base) for the first two coats to bring out the best final finish.  
 

2) Then continue to spray a minimum of 6 heavier wet coats in a clean sweeping motion. It will take 2 to 3 

coats before the paint cover will start to show.  
Increasing the layers on top of the first will increase the durability and peel-ability of the Liquid Wrap.  
 

 Adjust the volume output on the gun if necessary – to maintain a fully coated area.  

 Allow each coat to dry for 30 minutes depending on the room temperature, before adding the next wet 
layer.  

 Wipe dry overspray off with a clean micro fibre cloth before each coat – this will help you to remove the 
masking tape later.  

 
Step 3: Tape/Paper Removal 

After the final layer is applied, immediately remove any masking tape or paper that is touching the wrapping 
coat; this may cause the Liquid Wrap to peel away from the body when it is dry.  
All other tapes and papers should be left in place and peeled or cut with a scalpel when Liquid Wrap is fully dry.  

 
Step 4: Cure time 

At this point, the rubber coating will take approximately 8 hours to fully cure. At ALL costs, avoid any liquid or 
solid to touch the coated area, as it will ruin the curing process and the finish.  
So….sit tight and enjoy your cuppa until it is totally dry!  

 
 

Extra Information for you to keep in mind  
1) If you use this liquid rubber coating spray for your wheels: Before you start the spraying process, we recommend 

you remove the wheels completely from the car.  Then use 3 x 5 index cards to mask the tyres (if you don’t want 
to change your tyres colours as well!)  
 

2) If you apply liquid rubber coating spray to your car trim (e.g. emblems, grille, etc.):  Do the same spraying process 
for the car parts. Wait until the car is fully cured before spraying any badges. Badge spraying should be done 
when spraying the car OR as a separate operation, but NOT while the car is curing.  

 
================================== 

 
For any more information (Health & Safety Data Sheet, Video, etc.), please visit our website at www.frost.co.uk. 

If you like this product, please write your review on our product pages and “Spread the Word”. 
Enjoy! 

Meet us at 

 
 

http://www.frost.co.uk/
http://www.linkedin.com/company/2631433?trk=NUS_CMPY_TWIT
https://www.facebook.com/FrostAuto
https://plus.google.com/b/112512706748183495995/112512706748183495995/posts
https://twitter.com/FrostAuto
https://www.youtube.com/user/FrostAuto

